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EXPRESS LETTER

Temporal variation in the resistivity 
structure of the first Nakadake crater, Aso 
volcano, Japan, during the magmatic eruptions 
from November 2014 to May 2015, as inferred 
by the ACTIVE electromagnetic monitoring 
system
Takuto Minami1* , Mitsuru Utsugi2, Hisashi Utada1, Tsuneomi Kagiyama2,3 and Hiroyuki Inoue2

Abstract 

During the last magmatic eruption period of Aso volcano (November 2014 to May 2015), a controlled-source elec-
tromagnetic volcano monitoring experiment (ACTIVE) was conducted. Here, we interpret the temporal variations in 
the electromagnetic responses. The ACTIVE system installed at the first Nakadake crater, the only active crater of Aso, 
consisted of a transmitter located northwest of the crater and four (before the eruptions) or three (after the eruptions) 
vertical induction coil receiver stations. The ACTIVE system succeeded in detecting temporal variations in the resistiv-
ity structure during the latest magmatic eruption period. The response amplitude started to increase in November 
2014, peaked in February 2015, and decreased slightly in August 2015. An unstructured tetrahedral finite element 
three-dimensional inversion that accounted for topographic effects was used to interpret temporal variations in the 
ACTIVE response. The 3-D inversion results revealed that temporal variations in the ACTIVE response are attributed 
mainly to (1) a broad increase in resistivity at elevations from 750 to 850 m, not only directly beneath the crater bot-
tom but also outside the crater, and (2) a thin layer of decrease in resistivity at the elevation of ~ 1000 m on the west-
ern side of the crater. The increase in resistivity can be ascribed to a decrease in the amount of conductive groundwa-
ter in the upper part of an aquifer located below the elevation of 800 m, while the decrease in resistivity implies that 
enhanced fluid temperature and pressure changed the subsurface hydrothermal system and formed a temporal fluid 
reservoir at the shallow level during the magmatic eruption period.
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Introduction
Aso volcano
Aso volcano, which is located in the center of Kyushu 
Island, is one of the most active volcanoes in Japan 
(Fig.  1a). The first Nakadake crater of Aso volcano is 
known to have an activity cycle of 15–20 years, in which 

ash emissions and Strombolian eruptions typically follow 
a lowering of the water level of the crater lake (Kawakatsu 
et al. 2000). The loss of water from the crater lake, there-
fore, can be a proxy that indicates when volcanic activ-
ity is increasing, although water level drops in 2003 and 
2011 were not followed by magmatic activity. In July 
2014, the crater lake dried up, and the latest magmatic 
eruptions started on November 25, 2014. To achieve full 
understanding of the volcanic cycle and the subsurface 
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Fig. 1 ACTIVE observation configuration and obtained responses. a Location of Aso volcano and ACTIVE system installed in May 2014 are shown. 
TRM and A01 to A04 indicate the transmitter and receivers, respectively. b In each panel, upper plots show amplitudes of the ACTIVE response and 
differences in percent from the values in May 2014, while lower plots depict phases and their differences in degrees from those in May 2014 again. 
The blue and red lines mean the responses before and after magmatic eruptions began on November 25, 2014, respectively. Only for the responses 
in August 2014 and August 2015, observation errors are drawn in gray. c Time variations of amplitude are plotted for 21 Hz and 61 Hz. The water 
amount of the crater lake (measured as the area ratio of the lake surface to the whole crater bottom) is plotted by blue dots (Japan Meteorological 
Agency 2016), where 100% means the lake surface covering the whole crater bottom
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system, the activity of Aso volcano should be monitored 
by multiple methods.

Previous studies have revealed several important 
features of the system providing magma to the first 
Nakadake crater of Aso volcano. A magma chamber that 
feeds magma to the crater is inferred to be located 3 km 
west of the Nakadake craters at a depth of 5–6 km (Sudo 
and Kong 2001). Hata et al. (2016) created a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) resistivity model using magnetotelluric data 
and imaged a north-dipping reservoir and magma path-
way under the Nakadake craters extending to a depth 
of more than 10  km. Broadband seismic observations 
have shown that long-period (~  15  s) tremors around 
Nakadake can be attributed to isotropic expansion and 
contraction accompanying inflation and deflation of an 
inclined tensile crack with a strike that is sub-parallel to 
the chain of Nakadake craters (Yamamoto et  al. 1999). 
Kanda et  al. (2008) created a two-dimensional (2-D) 
resistivity model from audio-frequency magnetotelluric 
(AMT) data (2004–2005) that implies the presence of a 
conductive clay cap below the crater and hydrothermal 
fluid reservoir underneath.

For monitoring volcanic activity, Ichimura et al. (2018) 
developed a method for tracking the source locations of 
continuous tremors before ash and gas emissions. Terada 
et  al. (2012) showed that changes in the shallow hydro-
thermal system can be tracked by monitoring enthalpy 
and mass flux to the crater lake. It is also desirable to 
monitor subsurface electrical resistivity, which is sen-
sitive to the pore fluid/magma conductivity (e.g., Her-
mance 1995; Gaillard 2004).

ACTIVE (Array of Controlled Transient-electromag-
netics for Imaging Volcano Edifice; Utada et al. 2007) is 
an electromagnetic (EM) volcano monitoring system that 
utilizes a transient EM (TEM) technique. This technique, 
in which the decay time of the vertical magnetic com-
ponent after the horizontal electrical source is switched 
off is measured, has been used previously in other vol-
canic settings (e.g., Srigutomo et al. 2008). The ACTIVE 
system, which was installed around the first Nakadake 
crater in May 2014, consists of a transmitter, which trans-
mits a square-wave electric current into the ground via 
two electrodes, and an array of induction coil receivers, 
which observe the vertical component of the induced 
magnetic field (Fig. 1a). During the latest series of mag-
matic eruptions, from November 2014 to May 2015, the 
ACTIVE system succeeded in detecting large temporal 
variations in its response that corresponded to the start 
time of the magmatic eruptions. In this study, we per-
formed 3-D inversions to model the temporal variations 
in the ACTIVE responses during the magmatic eruption 
period.

Magmatic eruptions of Aso volcano from November 2014 
to May 2015
Magmatic eruptions of Aso volcano started on November 
25, 2014, about 20 years after previous series of magmatic 
events. The eruptions mainly consisted of ash eruptions 
(Ono et  al. 1995), but Strombolian eruptions ejecting 
incandescent fragments without any ashes also occurred 
intermittently (Yokoo and Miyabuchi 2015). The chemi-
cal composition of the ash ejected during this period was 
similar to that of ash ejected during previous magmatic 
eruptions in April 1990 and September 1979 (Miyabuchi 
et  al. 2018). In conjunction with the magmatic activity, 
fallout of fragile, light yellow deliquescent materials (salt 
shells) was observed. These materials were composition-
ally similar to that of the salt that forms when the crater 
lake water evaporates and likely resulted from the inter-
action of hydrothermal fluids with magma in the con-
duit (Shinohara et al. 2018). In early May 2015, the crater 
bottom subsided and the magmatic eruptions stopped 
(Japan Meteorological Agency 2015), although the activ-
ity did not cease completely and a phreatomagmatic 
eruption took place on September 14, 2015 (Miyabuchi 
et al. 2018).

Data
ACTIVE responses were recorded during observation 
campaigns in May 2014, August 2014, November 2014, 
February 2015, and August 2015. The transmitter cur-
rent had a square wave form with a period of 1  s. Fig-
ure  1b shows the amplitude and phase of the ACTIVE 
response, namely the vertical component of the magnetic 
field divided by the source electric current. The errors of 
the responses were obtained by stacking responses from 
segments with a duration of 1 s. Very few responses were 
obtained from the A02 and A03 receivers after Novem-
ber 2014 because it was difficult to reach these receiver 
sites after the magmatic eruptions began.

The amplitudes at receiver sites A04, A02, and A01 
clearly increased in the frequency range higher than 
10 Hz after the magmatic eruptions started in November 
2014 (Fig. 1b). Between May 2014 and August 2015, the 
amplitudes increased by ~ 2%, and the increase was larger 
than the error except in the frequency range above 80 Hz. 
In contrast, magnitude of temporal variations of the 
phase was lower than the error in the whole frequency 
range. Because almost no temporal variations of ampli-
tude were observed in the 1–5  Hz frequency range, we 
can assume that there were no temporal variations in the 
background resistivity structure corresponding to that 
frequency range. The 2-D AMT analysis by Kanda et al. 
(2008) showed that the background resistivity beneath 
the Nakadake craters is ~ 50 Ωm. Because the skin depth 
at 5  Hz in a 50  Ωm medium, 1.58  km, is close to the 
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summit elevation of the central cones of Aso volcano, 
we decided to limit the model space for our inversions to 
elevations higher than 0 m, which we expected to stabi-
lize inversions conducted with small datasets.

At both A04 and A01, temporal variations of ampli-
tude were observed during the magmatic eruption period 
(MEP; November 2014 to May 2015) (Fig.  1b). At A04, 
there were two temporal variation peaks, at frequencies 
of ~ 20 and ~ 60  Hz. The difference from May 2014 was 
largest in February 2015 (~ 4% at 20 and 60 Hz), whereas 
the difference was slightly smaller in August 2015 than 
it was in November 2014 (dAmp plots of the A04 panel 
in Fig. 1b). The large difference in February 2015 can be 
attributed to enhanced magmatic activity during MEP, 
and the existence of temporal variation peaks at fixed 
frequencies implies that resistivity changes occurred in 
the same zone both during and after MEP. The increases 
in amplitude at 20 and 60 Hz suggest increases in resis-
tivity at 0.79 km and 0.46 km depths, respectively, given 
the skin depths in a 50 Ωm medium. At A01, in contrast, 
temporal variations were not clear at 20 Hz during MEP, 
while the amplitude decreased from February 2015 to 
August 2015 at the frequency higher than 60 Hz.

The time variations of the amplitude at 21 and 61  Hz 
(Fig. 1c) show that, at A01 and A04, the amplitudes were 
higher at these frequencies during MEP, and kept higher 
levels after MEP than those before MEP. We selected the 
datasets from August 2014 and August 2015 to examine 
temporal variations in the resistivity structure due to the 
magmatic activity of Nakadake. The water level of the 
crater lake was very low throughout the five observation 
campaigns, and the lake was completely dry from July 
2014 to June 2015 (Japan Meteorological Agency 2016). 
We assumed no water in the crater lake in the inversion 
models. The inversion method adopted is described in 
the next section.

Method
Inversion algorithm
We conducted 3-D inversions to infer the resistivity 
structure corresponding to the ACTIVE responses; for 
these inversions, we used the finite element (FE) method 
with an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. In this section, 
we describe essential parts of our inversion method.

In the forward part, we solve the vector Helmholtz 
equation in terms of the magnetic vector potential A,

by the edge-based FE method (e.g., Yoshimura and Oshi-
man 2002). Here, ω is the angular frequency, µ is the 
magnetic permeability, and σ̂ (≡ σ + iωε) is the complex 

(1)∇ × (∇ × A)+ iωµσ̂A = µis,

conductivity, where σ is the electrical conductivity and 
ε is the electric permittivity; µ and ε are assumed to be 
free-space values throughout this paper. is denotes the 
source electric current density. The electric and mag-
netic fields, E and B , respectively, are linked to A by the 
relationships E = −iωA and B = ∇ × A (see Yoshimura 
and Oshiman 2002 for the reason why the scalar poten-
tial φ is omitted). Equation (1) is first discretized by the 
FE method with first-order tetrahedral elements and 
then solved by the weighted residuals method. For the 
source term in Eq. (1), we adopt a kind of Heaviside func-
tion, where is has a constant value only on a straight line 
within an element (e.g., Ansari and Farquharson 2014). 
To include the actual topography, we adopt an unstruc-
tured tetrahedral mesh generated by Gmsh freeware 
(http://gmsh.info/).

In the inverse part, we minimize the objective function,

where � is a trade-off parameter and d is a data vec-
tor consisting of amplitudes and phases of ACTIVE 
responses. F (m) is the vector resulting from the forward 
modeling; Bd is a diagonal weighting matrix consisting 
of the reciprocals of the squared standard errors; m is 
the model vector, defined as mi = log10 ρi in this paper, 
where ρi is the resistivity of the i-th model block, and 
mref is the reference model. For the roughening matrix 
Bm , we adopt Bm = R

T
R following Usui et al. (2017). The 

i-th component of the product of R and m is given by,

where Nif is the number of model blocks neighboring the 
i-th model block. Note that R is a kind of Laplacian oper-
ator for an unstructured tetrahedral mesh (e.g., see the 
analogous form of R2 in Eq. (2) of Constable et al. 1987).

Equation  (2) is minimized by using the Gauss–New-
ton scheme with a data-space approach (e.g., Siripun-
varaporn et  al. 2005). For the selection of � , a cooling 
strategy (e.g., Schwarzbach and Haber 2013) is adopted, 
in which � is decreased by a factor of 101/3 when 
nRMS =

√
2�d(m)/Nd , where Nd is the length of d , does 

not decrease by 10% from the previous iteration step.

(2)�(m) = �d(m)+ ��m(m),

(3)�d(m) = 1

2
(F (m)− d)TBd(F (m)− d),

(4)�m(m) = 1

2
(m −mref)

T
Bm(m −mref),

(5)[Rm]i =
Nif
∑

j

(

mi −mj

)

,

http://gmsh.info/
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Inversions of the ACTIVE datasets from August 2014 
to August 2015
We conducted two inversions of ACTIVE datasets, one 
of the dataset obtained in August 2014, before MEP, and 
the other dataset obtained in August 2015, after MEP. 
Because the peak frequencies of temporal variations of 
the ACTIVE response were similar from November 2014 
onward (Fig. 1b), we can infer the temporal variations in 
the resistivity structure between the period before and 
that after the magmatic eruptions began from the differ-
ence between August 2014 and August 2015. Datasets 
from four receivers were available for August 2014, but 
for August 2015, datasets from only three receivers were 
available. Therefore, we first inverted the four receiver 
datasets for August 2014 to obtain model m0 , and then 
we inferred model m1 by inverting the three receiver 
datasets for August 2015. The relationship between m0 
and m1 is expressed as,

where dm corresponds to the temporal variation in the 
resistivity structure between August 2014 and August 
2015. For the m0 inversion, we adopted a modified ver-
sion of the 3-D resistivity structure obtained by the AMT 
survey in 2004–2005 (Kanda et  al. 2015) as the initial 
model (see Additional file 1: Fig. S1 and Additional file 1: 
Fig. S2 for our tetrahedral mesh and the initial model, 
respectively) and a homogeneous 100 Ωm structure 
as the reference model in Eq.  (4). For the m1 inversion, 
m0 was used for both the initial and reference models. 
In both the m0 and m1 inversions, Bd consisted of the 
real measurement errors with error floors of 1% and 
arcsin (0.01) ∗ 180/π = 0.573 degrees for the amplitude 
and phase, respectively.

Because the available datasets were not adequate in our 
3-D inversions, we limited the model space for the m0 
inversion vertically to elevations higher than 0.0  m and 
laterally to a 3  km × 3  km square centered on the first 
Nakadake crater; outside of this zone, all model blocks 
were integrated into a single model block correspond-
ing to a homogeneous background medium, which was 
also determined by the m0 inversion. In the m1 inversion, 
the background resistivity of m1 was fixed to that of m0 , 
because only three receiver datasets were available.

Results
The m0 and m1 inversions were successfully completed 
by the described method. The initial value of � in Eq. (2) 
was set to 1.0 in the m0 inversion and to 5.0 in the m1 
inversion. In selecting λ, we found that values smaller 
than these made the inversion results unstable, whereas 
larger ones did not appreciably change the results with 
increased iterations. The RMS misfits of the final m0 and 

m1 = m0 + dm,

m1 models resulted in nRMS values of 1.39 and 1.23, 
respectively. See Additional file 1: Fig. S3 for the final fits 
of the two inversions. In the remainder of this section, 
we describe the features of m0 , m1 , and dm (Figs.  2, 3, 
and 4). In these figures, zones which do not affect nRMS 
much are masked (shown in gray) based on sensitivity 
thresholds. Refer to Additional file for the selection of 
thresholds and the sensitivity distributions in m0 and m1 
(Additional file 1: Figs. S4–S6).

Figure 2 shows the inversion results in vertical sections 
oriented in the N75°E direction, which is the same orien-
tation adopted by Kanda et al. (2008) for the 2-D AMT 
analysis. In the m0 model, a shallow conductive anomaly, 
C1, was imaged at elevations from 800 to 1000 m on the 
western side of the first crater, while a deep conductive 
anomaly, C2, was imaged at the west of C1 at elevations 
from 250 to 800 m (Fig. 2 sections B, C, and D; left pan-
els). The shallow and deep anomalies correspond to the 
C1 and C2 anomalies imaged by Kanda et  al. (2008). In 
dm , an increase in resistivity (blue shading) is apparent 
in all sections at elevations from 500 to 1000 m, and in 
sections B, C, and D, a thin layer of conductive change 
(red shading) is visible at an elevation of ~ 1050 m below 
and on the western side of the crater (Fig. 2, right panels).

The vertical sections shown in Fig. 3 are oriented in the 
N15°W direction, parallel to the orientation of the crater 
chain. Compared with m0 (left panels), the resistivity of 
C2 decreased slightly in m1 . In dm , resistivity increases 
also appear at elevations of 500–1000 m, as in Fig. 2. It 
is noticeable that in the dm results shown in Figs. 2 and 
3, the resistive variation has a peak elevation of ~ 750 m 
and is not limited to the zone below the first crater but 
extends laterally to outside of the crater.

We also examined the inversion results in horizontal 
sections at elevations between 500 and 1050  m (Fig.  4), 
where the sections at 650, 750, and 850 m show the C2 
anomaly. At elevations from 650 to 850 m, resistive vari-
ation is observed not only below the crater but also out-
side of the crater. We confirmed that the peak elevation 
of the resistive variation, ~ 750 m, was not affected by the 
vertical limit imposed on the model space by conducting 
another inversion in which the model space was extended 
downward to − 600 m. At an elevation of ~ 1050 m, con-
ductive variation is recognized on the western side of the 
crater.

Discussion
We developed a conceptual model to explain the causes 
of the resistivity variations under the first Nakadake 
crater of Aso volcano (Fig.  5). Kanda et  al. (2008) 
showed that, before volcanic explosions of Aso vol-
cano, a preparation zone composed of a hydrothermally 
altered clay cap and a high-pressure hydrothermal fluid 
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reservoir is located just beneath the crater bottom and 
adjacent to hydrothermally altered rock on the western 
side of the crater (Fig. 5a). C1 in this study corresponds 
to the altered rock and the preparation zone beneath 
the crater bottom. Before magmatic eruptions, gases 
and liquid are inferred to be supplied to the crater bot-
tom through a crack conduit (Yamamoto et  al. 1999) 
and then via narrower fluid paths in the preparation 
zone.

After magmatic eruptions begin, it is expected that 
resistivity increases just below the crater because the 
eruptions break and eject the clay cap, and because 
the amount of hydrothermal fluid is decreased by the 
enhanced pressure and temperature (Fig. 5b). However, a 
consistent increase in resistivity is not seen in the results 
just below the crater (Fig.  3 section C). Because there 
were no receivers within the crater, temporal variations 
are difficult to detect directly beneath the crater bottom.

Instead, our inversion analysis revealed a thin layer 
of decrease in resistivity at an elevation of ~ 1050  m on 
the western side of the crater (1050  m section, Fig.  4). 
We deduce that this resistivity decrease corresponds to 
a temporal fluid reservoir formed during MEP. The high 
pressure due to increasing fluid temperature below the 
crater bottom possibly evacuated hydrothermal fluid to 
outside of the preparation zone, or interfered with water 
supply from rainfall to the existing reservoir and to deep 
aquifer. Both scenarios can cause a temporal reservoir at 
the shallow level (Fig. 5b). This temporal reservoir might 
be associated with the phreatomagmatic eruption on 
September 14, 2015.

Below the elevation of C1, a clear increase in resistivity 
was laterally broad at elevations of 650–850  m and was 
present not only below the crater bottom but also out-
side the crater. We speculate that this resistivity increase 
was caused by a decrease in the groundwater content of 
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the aquifer underlying Nakadake (Fig.  5b). In their 2-D 
model, Kanda et  al. (2008) imaged conductive anoma-
lies caused by the presence of an aquifer (or altered rock) 
at elevations lower than 800  m. Because we observed a 
resistive variation peak at elevations from 750 to 850 m, 
the water content decreased mainly in the upper part of 
the aquifer, probably as a result of the generation of hot 
gases. Although the resistivity of upwelling magma that 
triggered magmatic eruptions was 1–10 Ωm (e.g., Gail-
lard 2004), consistent anomaly was not imaged below the 
preparation zone in m1 . This is because magma filling the 
crack conduit could not reduce the bulk resistivity for the 
low conduit thickness of ~ 25 m (Yamamoto 2005).

Strictly speaking, m1 reflects not a stage during MEP 
but a transition stage from the high magmatic activity 
(February 2015) to the phreatomagmatic eruption (Sep-
tember 2015). The amplitudes at A01 and A04 decreased 
by < 2% from February to August in 2015 with tempo-
ral variation peaks at fixed frequencies (Fig.  1b, c). We, 

therefore, infer that the resistivity structure in February 
2015 was close to m1 and was more resistive as a whole. 
This leads to the fact that the subsurface hydrothermal 
system dried to a high degree in February and regained 
fluid by August, before the phreatomagmatic eruption in 
September. Shinohara et al. (2018) observed fallout of salt 
shell in January to March 2015, implying the presence of 
hydrothermal fluid even during MEP. An impermeable 
hot shield zone might isolate the magma path from the 
hydrothermal fluid (Fig.  5b), thus preventing phreatic 
eruptions from occurring during MEP.

Conclusion
In this paper, we reported ACTIVE responses indi-
cating temporal variations in the resistivity structure 
below the first Nakadake crater during MEP (from 
November 2014 to May 2015), and we interpreted them 
by conducting 3-D inversions using a FE method with 
an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. Our inversions of 
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the ACTIVE datasets from August 2014 (before MEP) 
and August 2015 (after MEP) succeeded in revealing 
temporal variations in the resistivity structure between 
the period before and that after the magmatic eruptions 
began in November 2014. We observed a noticeable 
decrease in resistivity at an elevation of ~ 1050 m on the 
western side of the crater, and an increase in resistivity 
at elevations of 750 to 850  m, not only below the cra-
ter bottom but also extending outside of the crater. The 
shallow conductive variation may be ascribed to for-
mation of a temporal fluid reservoir due to high fluid 
pressure around the preparation zone. The deep resis-
tive variation was probably caused by a decrease in the 
amount of conductive groundwater in the upper part of 
the aquifer imaged by the previous 2-D AMT analysis 
due to enhanced pressure and temperature in the vicin-
ity of the magma conduit and by the generation of hot 
gases.

Our results showed that the temporal variations of 
a TEM dataset can be effectively modeled by a full 3-D 
inversion even when there are only three or four receiver 
sites, given sufficient a priori information. In this study, 
this information was provided by an initial 3-D resistivity 
model. Our results demonstrated that the ACTIVE sys-
tem can efficiently monitor volcanic activity and hydro-
thermal systems beneath volcanoes.
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Additional file 1. Details of inversions and sensitivity analyses.
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